
Q2 What could we do to our facilities (Clubs) in the district to make them
more accessible and attractive to new players? 

Answered: 161 Skipped: 1

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Less is more, to many clubs in Christchurch, quality is better, eg. SquashHQ and Squashways are
not nice facilities.

10/30/2018 8:59 AM

2 Get the word out about the benifits of squash - health, fitness, social, etc... 10/29/2018 11:05 PM

3 Heat them properly. Look for other activities. Exhibitions. Doubles. 10/29/2018 9:39 PM

4 The new facilities will help. Maybe have a number of open days ( weekdays, weeknights, and
weekends) free games for all , must fill in contact details

10/29/2018 7:03 PM

5 Put in a gym. 10/29/2018 2:59 PM

6 Combine clubs making them bigger. This should mean fees/subs would be cheaper and more
support/services would be available

10/29/2018 10:08 AM

7 Combine clubs making them bigger. This should mean fees/subs would be cheaper and more
support/services would be available

10/29/2018 10:08 AM

8 Signage so people know that they are there. Open evenings. 10/29/2018 7:28 AM

9 This is a hard one. Can't have an open door policy due to thieves. However a bright and fresh
smelling appearance with welcoming club members would go a long way.

10/27/2018 9:28 AM

10 A way of helping new members meet people that are a similar ability for a hit. Easy booking
systems to book courts.

10/27/2018 8:17 AM

11 The pay to play has to be advertised better that it is available and how it works. Also it would be
good if a member could do pay to play as well as booking themselves a court, ie if you book
yourself a court, then you can't do another court pay to play court...it assumes you would never
want this ... but if you have a 3 friends you and one on a court and then the other two on another
court - you can't book it.

10/26/2018 5:09 PM

12 Vending machines would be pretty cool. Club public kitchen so you can grab a hot drink at any
hour.

10/26/2018 4:11 PM

13 Ball set up machine 10/26/2018 2:53 PM

14 Have clean and attractive change rooms, not grotty curtains and leaky toilets 10/26/2018 2:48 PM

15 Open days or tip/skill days open to the public. Buddy system, maybe put new players with more
skilled ones where they meetup one a week for a game/tips just in the beginning to keep them
motivated. More social communication, emails are good but facebook/whatsapp can help drive
community involvement. Social communication at the club level aswell.

10/26/2018 11:08 AM

16 Create squash boot camps.(e.g. https://try.squashskills.pro/game-based-learning-2018). With
themes, game based learning, movement masterclasses etc.

10/26/2018 11:07 AM

17 Advertise in the local bulletins with open home type viewing hours. 10/26/2018 10:55 AM

18 Have enough coaching available. Convenient club opening hours. Hospitality if possible so people
stick around after playing to socialise.

10/26/2018 10:05 AM

19 invest $$$$ tidy bathrooms, nice social area, clean courts 10/26/2018 9:58 AM

20 The world has moved on from clubs and the commitment from committees and volunteers. We
need to provide more pay as you go facilities where people can book and pay on line and get easy
access to courts without being a member.

10/25/2018 10:39 PM

21 Having online court booking etc has helped our club. Also a good cheap bar do that people hang
around and be social.

10/25/2018 7:38 PM

22 Neighbourhood letterbox drop. Promote community involvement 10/25/2018 7:04 PM
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23 Hmm...Not sure 10/25/2018 5:15 PM

24 Advertise, flyers emails to Schools businesses etc 10/25/2018 5:02 PM

25 More exterior advertising on the facilities. For some it's hard to tell there is even a squash court
there

10/25/2018 4:40 PM

26 open days so people can check them out 10/25/2018 4:05 PM

27 Share court time out more evenly & not just focus on juniors 10/25/2018 2:51 PM

28 Ideally each club would have a manager on hand at the club all the time, but in reality we cannot
do much more than we do now.

10/25/2018 2:28 PM

29 upgrade them, so they look more modern, football is a good example 10/25/2018 1:44 PM

30 Upgrade older clubs, make club rooms warmer, especially in winter time. 10/25/2018 1:16 PM

31 Give new players free access for 3 months as long as they attend with a member or while
members are present. Have more open days. Offer businesses team memberships into social
league competitions, make it easy for them to organize a social business team and enter. People
will do it to be part of a company team and will then realise it is a cool game and cool people and
keep playing in future!

10/25/2018 11:44 AM

32 Maybe make them more accessible to casual players. I see that Hoon Hay has implemented a
casual booking system.

10/25/2018 11:25 AM

33 I strongly recommend the restructuring of the existing courts, in view of the arguments discussed
earlier. New plays can easily lose their motivation if there is no guidance or initial guidance. Not
everyone is flash in finances. Therefore I would also recommend that club should provide at least
basic coaching on the club days.

10/25/2018 11:12 AM

34 Post box fliers for the area of the club, with info on cost , adult and kids classes times. We booked
a squash court on Blenheim road, to later find a a club around the corner from home.

10/25/2018 11:00 AM

35 Perhaps have a social membership - i.e. not having to join up for interclub. I think there is
perception that you have to sign up to play competitively/interclub or just go casual, something in
between would be good.

10/25/2018 10:10 AM

36 Have a 2 tier system of membership to attract casual players who don't want to play competitively 10/25/2018 10:01 AM

37 maintain maintenance 10/25/2018 9:44 AM

38 - Regular social leagues at all clubs, concentrate on non-members and a range of abilities. - Make
it simple for non members to be able to enter clubs, to play, and to pay. - Have a mentor system,
new players are assigned a mentor (experienced member of the club) to assist them become
familiar with the game and the club. Maybe give them a bit of coaching etc. - Work with other clubs
and community groups to offer membership deals. For example; offer a rugby club a summer (off-
season) special membership for their members. Have a comfortable and inviting lounge to relax in
at all times (bar does not need to be open) - Promote a family atmosphere - If the club is cold in
winter, promote summer squash. Don't recruit in winter when it's freezing, this will put people off.
Squash is much more fun in summer so move away from the out-of-date view that it's a winter
sport.

10/25/2018 9:42 AM

39 A free trial period 10/25/2018 9:37 AM

40 The Hillary Commission survey into sport participation showed that young females do not like
communal shower changing rooms (cheep to build), they prefer individual lockable shower
changing cubicles.

10/25/2018 9:25 AM

41 really don't have any comments to make on this. 10/25/2018 9:20 AM

42 More natural sunlight and activities for meeting in common spaces 10/25/2018 9:14 AM

43 Just being open and having it easy to find and then easy to access on internet. Its only the hard
out squashies that will go that extra mile to make it happen- the casual will only put in so much
effort then lose interest.

10/25/2018 9:11 AM

44 Advertising. Maybe a squash 'flyer' detailing how to get on a squash court and who to contact.
Squash facilities often look like fortresses - lots of welcome signs needed, hours open shown,
'everyone welcome' from beginners up-free racquet use for beginners.

10/25/2018 9:01 AM

45 invite them 10/25/2018 8:05 AM
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46 Electronic scoreboards. 10/25/2018 7:20 AM

47 Install interactive squash into a key facility and leverage its attraction. Reposition squash as the
cool sport amongst kids. Keep the courts sociable, warm and clean

10/25/2018 7:17 AM

48 Online videos which inform and entice people to want to play-marketing 10/25/2018 7:15 AM

49 Make it more fun / social for families based around squash 10/25/2018 7:14 AM

50 Need an easy to access phone app that makes all facilities easily available for
booking/access/rackets/payment etc. much like the new lime scooters. Young people prefer this
instant flexible spontaneous way of doing things rather than paying memberships. Have a Flexi
membership like NZ’s golf.

10/25/2018 7:14 AM

51 Pretty good already 10/25/2018 7:12 AM

52 Advertising in local sport shops and in school newsletters 10/25/2018 6:07 AM

53 improve the options for entertainment, food and beverage as well as more connectivity 10/24/2018 11:28 PM

54 Specific times when beginners can play other beginners without having to pay a lot of money. 10/24/2018 11:21 PM

55 Free membership for 3months 10/24/2018 11:17 PM

56 Improve signage, cleanliness & heating. 10/24/2018 11:12 PM

57 Move to our local Recreation Centre and be under the one roof .Only need at least 1% of the
people that visit the Rec Centre to make our club viable.

10/24/2018 10:42 PM

58 Have people there to meet and greet them clubs are starting to get tired same people doing the
same work

10/24/2018 10:37 PM

59 More advertising 10/24/2018 10:36 PM

60 I think the new courts at the Cashmere club will be a huge improvement, in both the attractiveness
of the courts, and the number of courts available

10/24/2018 10:35 PM

61 Modernise the facilites 10/24/2018 10:35 PM

62 better marketing through online platforms offering services, group sessions and club/pennant
nights.

10/23/2018 8:57 AM

63 Most of the clubs are quite dark and un attractive socially, also most have illegally run bars and no
manager in attendance so it is hard to have a drink after your game if you don't play interclub. or
play at peak times.

10/23/2018 8:54 AM

64 I don't think there is an issue for accessibility but I think heating is an issue. Its not appealing to
new people to go on to freezing cold courts as well as standing in those temperatures while
watching. With better heating I think you would find most new players would find it more attractive
to try it. Specifically winter when the season starts.

10/23/2018 7:15 AM

65 As per the review of squash facilities already commissioned by Squash Canterbury there is a need
for fewer but larger clubs that have courts accessible to new players at times that are attractive to
them. This may mean that for example Squash Canterbury coordinates clubs to ensure that any
point in time there is some courts available somewhere in Christchurch for new/ pay to play
players. Obviously the courts need to be clean, warm and attractive.

10/22/2018 11:46 PM

66 Open them for non members for potential new member to give squash a go. Give new players also
some basic squash intro lesson.

10/22/2018 11:07 PM

67 Clean the courts 10/22/2018 10:38 PM

68 Club nights/open nights etc 10/22/2018 9:56 PM

69 Club nights. Coaching sessions. Handicapped games 10/22/2018 7:31 PM

70 More clubs link to shared facilities e.g. gyms, swimming pools etc 10/22/2018 3:03 PM

71 More Open Days (every 3 months) with all equipment available. Continue having micro court at all
schools on a regular basis Introduce squash as part of the sport activities at all schools Club
Nights at all club More advertising of where nearest squash club is in all areas of ChCh

10/22/2018 10:31 AM

72 More Open Days (every 3 months) with all equipment available. Continue having micro court at all
schools on a regular basis Introduce squash as part of the sport activities at all schools Club
Nights at all club More advertising of where nearest squash club is in all areas of ChCh

10/22/2018 10:30 AM
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73 sociable atmosphere 10/21/2018 7:55 PM

74 There then must be a person near the front door to make this work with a reception established. 10/21/2018 6:43 PM

75 Promote and run some open days at various clubs where people can come in and learn/try it for
free. Offers deals on first year memberships for people to learn and love it!

10/21/2018 12:13 PM

76 Without major cost not sure how this would be achieved. The new Christchurch club will be a real
indicator as to the value of what a new facility might offer. Reducing the number of clubs would
potentially help. Fewer clubs would increase numbers in larger facilities increasing atmosphere
and volunteer base so the club can provide a higher level of member engagement

10/21/2018 10:08 AM

77 Pay to play hopefully is perfect for this, some could offer a racket hire facility. 10/21/2018 7:57 AM

78 Easier to access, more options for memberships 10/20/2018 3:23 PM

79 improve branding 10/20/2018 2:58 PM

80 Brighter warmer, get them tagged in big bright colours advertising squash, accessible is harder
and costs but can be done, keypads or paid people to be at clubs at certain times

10/20/2018 1:09 PM

81 Upgrade courts and facilities 10/20/2018 12:19 PM

82 I think it probably needs to head towards multipurpose facilities such as the stadiums in
Marlborough and invercargill Auckland, And new Christchurch facility etc.....which unfortunately
doesn't bode well for smaller clubs

10/20/2018 12:12 PM

83 Better changing rooms (cleaner) then the changing rooms in the pool side 10/20/2018 11:56 AM

84 Beginners night at start of season(s) sp people who wat to learn the rules while playing and or get
some tips can comedown and meet other beginners. But only works if its advertised widely. Cud
advertise to rugby club as a good summer off season sport too. And its indoors if it rains in winter!

10/20/2018 10:22 AM

85 I think that they are adequate. The main thing is ensuring all facilities are in working order and
clean.

10/20/2018 9:45 AM

86 Hard to do but why not have district ‘ladders’ - encourage inter & intra club competition. Regional
membership to allow access to courts across district & further afield perhaps when away on
holidays as it’s great to have a few games when on holiday or away with work.

10/20/2018 9:38 AM

87 Make them warmer in the winter 10/20/2018 9:19 AM

88 In addition to my previous answer (more social, more affordable). One thing I have found is that
squash clubs are rather clicky. From the outside it doesn't look that fun to be apart of. It's like there
is a lack of atmosphere that would encourage anyone to join.

10/20/2018 9:13 AM

89 Allow juniors to play any times and not restrict their hours 10/20/2018 9:07 AM

90 Better maintenance. Cashmere courts are in a bad shape. 10/20/2018 8:55 AM

91 The usual modernisations, painting, heating, ventilation etc but what is realistic with tight funds? 10/20/2018 8:44 AM

92 Set it up as a pay to play system across more courts than squashways. 10/20/2018 8:24 AM

93 some clubs need a makeover - still dark and dingy from years gone by 10/20/2018 8:21 AM

94 Facilities are fine 10/20/2018 8:11 AM

95 Create the ability for casuals to be able to book a court a short notice, and gain entry. Clubs need
to be warm and have good amenities (showers, bar, lounge etc) Courts need to be clean and floor
non slippery Members need to be welcoming to casuals and new members so they feel part of the
club Clear communication around membership benefits and grading benefits on display.

10/20/2018 8:11 AM

96 Add a more social aspect to them? Clubs should have good links to other facilities and orgs like
schools

10/20/2018 8:00 AM

97 Keep them clean and welcoming 10/20/2018 7:48 AM

98 Make the panel of squash club bigger 10/20/2018 7:29 AM
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99 Got to make them sexy. However that takes money. I know for sure if you could have a game of
squash then there was a craft beer bar inside then we would get a heap of people along. "do the
mahi get the treats" is what everyone is saying. However when you get the treat it is in a stale old
building with no sex appeal. Put the shoe on the other foot. People don't want a place to hang out
they want to get in do their fitness/ sport for 45 minutes then get out. I think Pay 2 PLay is the way
to go.

10/19/2018 9:32 AM

100 Open days, weekly free sessions. 10/19/2018 9:30 AM

101 Get good heating installed, so spectators are comfortable watching 10/18/2018 9:08 PM

102 Have more signs out the front so they aren’t just hidden away, also make squash hq flasher and
more welcoming

10/18/2018 6:08 PM

103 have opponents of similar level to play reduced subs 1st year 10/18/2018 2:41 PM

104 Social nights and events 10/18/2018 12:26 PM

105 There are a lot of people out there who used to play squash. Specific evenings for beginner/use to
play squash players that are not intimated by more experienced players

10/17/2018 11:35 PM

106 Facilities need to be warmer and more inviting to be in. Pay to play as above. Difficult to go and
play at a club when in a new town.......can’t access keys etc

10/16/2018 8:40 PM

107 Maybe having more clubs having a casual rate would make it more accessible - eg. the Cashmere
Club

10/16/2018 5:26 PM

108 Think it's just fine 10/16/2018 4:01 PM

109 I know its expensive but some of the facilities need a coat of paint. If its clean and tidy people are
more likely to return.

10/16/2018 2:28 PM

110 Heating and seating for spectators and junior members guardians 10/16/2018 2:13 PM

111 Have heating in the viewing areas/lounge areas. The courts and connected rooms can be very
cold during winter.

10/16/2018 2:06 PM

112 As above. I have suggested before that too many aren't up to sufficient standard for
interclub/competition play. A number of players are put off being involved in interclub because of
cold and dark courts that are too slippery and with masonry/plaster coming away.

10/14/2018 9:23 PM

113 Remodel? 10/14/2018 12:38 PM

114 new players half price for there first season, free WiFi, free coaching. equipment hire get people to
donate old gear

10/14/2018 10:28 AM

115 It's hard, I think all clubs do there best within their budget, I hope the new facility at Cashmere will
be a big hit.

10/12/2018 7:46 PM

116 I think the facilities are great the way they are. 10/12/2018 11:04 AM

117 Make sure the people already at the club are welcoming to new players 10/12/2018 8:01 AM

118 Most clubs are very "dated" in furnishings and facilities. Upgrading and renovating (if funds allow it)
may attract more players.

10/11/2018 9:38 PM

119 During winter mist clubs I have been to are quite cold and not particurarly inviting to spectators.
This makes it uninviting

10/11/2018 7:56 PM

120 See #1 and also shared facilities ie part of a gym / bar 10/11/2018 9:15 AM

121 More open day's with friendly people to help visitors to the courts 10/10/2018 8:02 PM

122 Not so expensive for memberships 10/10/2018 6:41 PM

123 cheaper subs 10/10/2018 2:37 PM

124 Let them borrow a key for 1 week. So they can have a trial on the courts. And make posters and
put them up at schools and public places.

10/10/2018 9:24 AM

125 Landscape, Air Con, Gym 10/10/2018 7:01 AM

126 Make these family friendly. Often peope ned to bring their children to be able to get down to courts 10/10/2018 6:59 AM
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127 Get central heating in most if not all clubs. Most English clubs don’t drop below 18 degrees. This is
great for the game with developing players and making the game more attractive to new and
current players as the ball isnt dead during most of the season. Additionally if the courts and club is
warmer then people are more likely to want to be there and feel more comfortable there thus
making it more of a place new and current players to feel at home at.

10/10/2018 5:20 AM

128 Get all clubs onto an online booking system which allows casual play. Install heat pumps to
improve winter playing conditions.

10/9/2018 8:13 PM

129 Make them warmer in winter, Nelson club for example is freezing as it has no insulation and one
heat pump. As membership numbers are dropping we can't afford to insulate at this point, I think it
would be more attractive to those attending to watch children and friends if it were warmer, the
flow on from this is that those attending the club are prime examples of who we can get started in
the sport.

10/9/2018 8:01 PM

130 Age grouping in divisions would be great a 13 year old would rather not play an 8 year old as they
are different emotional states

10/9/2018 7:25 PM

131 I believe the cost to join some clubs is fairly expensive so maybe a first year special with some
lessons thrown in .

10/9/2018 7:18 PM

132 Cheaper memberships, student discounts, social clubs. 10/9/2018 7:14 PM

133 I am a member of Squash club so the price of membership is good . For more people to accessible
create more awareness . Specially students from over seas will come to know about this and
surely they will love it . and they would like to become a part of Squash club Canterbury .

10/9/2018 6:13 PM

134 We have a few new players but the facilities are not the issue. patterns of social behaviour are
changing. Our club is no longer the social hub it used to be.

10/9/2018 3:48 PM

135 Warm and dry, comfortable changing rooms, cheap bar prices and welcoming, relaxing social
areas

10/9/2018 3:37 PM

136 Give new players a free month to evaluate whether they like it. Partner with a member. 10/9/2018 2:45 PM

137 Do some advertising at uni!! It’s a sport that not many know about 10/9/2018 1:55 PM

138 I am really not sure - .... 10/9/2018 1:34 PM

139 Online booking / payment access. Introductory evenings for previously mentioned sports clubs and
academic institutions. Fun competitions for local businesses ( teams events). Raquet hire / balls /
manned bar. Talk to Working Mens clubs as to access to courts.

10/9/2018 1:05 PM

140 Housekeeping, floors sanded, walls painted and repaired, swept, lights. Tidy up entrances. Point
of contact for new members, club nights, website, phone number and new membership info on
club wall near entrance way and on front door. Coach for juniors and adults. Create pathways if
people want to progress their squash from social to inter club.

10/9/2018 12:35 PM

141 Make them warmer. Also easier door systems to get into clubs. Better info on website for squash
clubs

10/9/2018 12:33 PM

142 coffee shop kids play area clean them 10/9/2018 12:27 PM

143 not much I can think of, possibly just need to make it more known about them and advertise when
the open days etc. are. Might also be worth emphasising that can cater for all levels, is indoors (so
weather doesn't matter), doesn't take long for good workout and can do pretty much any time.

10/9/2018 12:21 PM

144 Most people don’t even know the facilities exist. Clearer signage, clear messages on the door
about when the club is open ( the doors are generally locked), clear message about who to
contact. Are all the club facilities on one website/app?

10/9/2018 12:14 PM

145 Renovate them 10/9/2018 12:11 PM

146 Better signage, lower price membership options 10/9/2018 12:11 PM

147 Upgrades to facilities 10/9/2018 12:09 PM

148 Basic maintenance to court and amenities at least 10/9/2018 12:05 PM

149 The facilities are good. You don't need to do too much. Perhaps do an audit of the various
facilities. Times have changed a bit. Body issues are the big change. No commercial gyms have
communal showers any more. You need to check which facilities have separate showers.

10/9/2018 11:55 AM
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150 People need to know where the squash clubs are. The sport needs more exposure. With the likes
of Paul and Joelee?

10/9/2018 11:51 AM

151 Up to date Facilities that are pleasant social environments to attract new players. 10/9/2018 11:48 AM

152 1. Online booking 2. Pay as you go 3. Heating :) 4. Most clubs could do with a general facelift 10/9/2018 11:43 AM

153 Better game viewing arrangements. Open days. Combine tennis and squash (and a bar) 10/9/2018 11:43 AM

154 Have try a squash week for free 10/9/2018 11:41 AM

155 Give new players a chance to be introduced through Club Nights - organised events on a week
night. Make every Club Member in Christchurch introduce a mate who is new to the game and
would 'like to give it a go'! or like me may have been injured and just gone back to playing after 3
years out of the game.

10/9/2018 11:35 AM

156 Have a standard that they must be up to. 10/9/2018 11:28 AM

157 Cheaper casual squash pricing 10/9/2018 11:28 AM

158 best way is have a face at clubs to welcome in 10/8/2018 1:17 PM

159 Take the locks off the doors - put a sign out "Open all Hours" 10/8/2018 9:51 AM

160 Pay to play. Provide introductory coaching sessions for all new players. 10/8/2018 9:46 AM

161 just testing 10/5/2018 3:21 PM
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